Objective: To assess the effect of long-term exposure to air pollution on type 2 diabetes risk, a meta-analysis of prospective cohort studies was performed. Methods: Literature search was conducted with Pubmed, Embase, and Web of Science for prospective cohort studies investigating the association of type 2 diabetes risk with increments in particulate matter (PM, diameter !2.5 mm (PM2.5) or !10 mm (PM10)) or nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ). We used a random-effects model to calculate the overall relative risk (RR) with 95% CI. Results: Of 808 identified articles, ten cohort studies were finally included, which involved a total of 2 371 907 participants and 21 095 incident cases of type 2 diabetes. Elevated risk of type 2 diabetes was significantly associated with long-term exposures to high levels of PM2.5 (RRZ1.28, 95% CI 1.06-1.55, PZ0.009, I
Introduction
Type 2 diabetes mellitus is now a common disease in the world, and its prevalence is still increasing obviously in recent years (1, 2) . The International Diabetes Federation reported that diabetes mellitus affected at least 366 million people worldwide in 2011, and that number was expected to reach 566 million by the year 2030 (3) . Though the increasing incidence of type 2 diabetes may be a result of increasing obesity, other potential risk factors have been proposed, such as air pollution (1, 2, 4) . In recent years, several major epidemiological studies have showed that air pollution is obviously associated with increased risks of cardiovascular disease, lung cancer, and natural-cause mortality (5, 6, 7, 8, 9) . However, the effect of air pollution on type 2 diabetes risk has not been clearly described. Several studies have assessed the association between long-term exposure to air pollution and risk of type 2 diabetes, but the association remains unclear owing to the conflicting results (10, 11, 12, 13, 14) . To assess the effect of long-term exposure to air pollution on type 2 diabetes risk, a meta-analysis of prospective cohort studies was performed according to the standard guideline for conducting and reporting meta-analyses of observational studies. In this meta-analysis, we focused on the associations of type 2 diabetes with increments in the concentrations of particulate matter (PM, diameter !2.5 mm (PM2.5) or !10 mm (PM10)) or nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ). This study is registered at International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO), number CRD42014009081.
Methods

Search strategy
The literature search was conducted with Pubmed, Embase, and Web of Science for prospective cohort studies assessing the associations of type 2 diabetes risk with increments in PM2.5, PM10, or NO 2 . We also searched abstracts from the 2012 and 2013 meetings of the American Diabetes Association and the European Association for the Study of Diabetes for unpublished studies. The search time was from their commencements to February 16, 2014 , and there was no language restriction. The last literature search was updated on June 16 2014. The following keywords were used: 'type 2 diabetes', 'diabetes mellitus', 'insulin resistance', 'air pollution', 'particulate matter', 'PM2.5', 'PM10', and 'NO 2 '. Hand searching of selected journals and checking of bibliographies in relevant published reviews or articles were also performed to supplement the electronic searches.
Study selection
The inclusion criteria were as follows: i) prospective cohort studies; ii) estimated the effect of long-term exposure to air pollution, including PM2.5, PM10, and NO 2 , on risk of type 2 diabetes; iii) the outcome was the development of type 2 diabetes at least 3 years after follow-up; iv) type 2 diabetes was defined with an oral glucose tolerance test or fasting plasma glucose concentration, or both, according to the National Diabetes Data Group, WHO criteria, countrywide guidelines, or specified local criteria; v) reported relative risks (RR) with 95% CIs for type 2 diabetes according to the concentrations of air pollutants. The exclusion criteria were retrospective cohort, case-control, cross-sectional, and time-series studies.
In addition, studies without usable data or low quality were also excluded. For multiple reports from the same cohort study, only the article with the longest follow-up for identical outcomes was included.
Data extraction and quality assessment
Data were extracted independently by two investigators and conflicts were adjudicated by a third investigator. Data extraction using a standardized form included a full description of the study characteristics: first author, publication year, country, study design, baseline characteristics, exposure type, data type, definition of diabetes, time of follow-up, number of participants, events of type 2 diabetes, adjustments used within analyses, and adjusted RRs with 95% CIs for diabetes risk. The maximally adjusted risk estimates were used in the meta-analysis. All pollutant concentrations were converted, if necessary, to mg/m 3 . We contacted authors for additional data or clarification where needed. The quality of included studies was assessed using the Newcastle Ottawa Scale as recommended by the Cochrane Non-Randomized Studies Methods Working Group (15) . This scale awards a maximum of nine stars to each study: four stars for the adequate selection of cohort participants, two stars for comparability of cohort participants on the basis of the design and analysis, and three stars for the adequate ascertainment of outcomes. Quality was assigned as A or excellent with 7-9 stars, B or good with 4-6 stars, and C or suboptimal with 0-3 stars. Only studies with excellent or good quality were finally included into the analysis.
Statistical analysis
The overall RRs with 95% CIs were used to assess the effect of air pollution on type 2 diabetes risk. As Chen et al.'s study identified the linearity for the relationship between PM2.5 and diabetes, we assumed a linear relation between exposures and outcome, and RRs were further expressed for a standardized increment in pollutant concentration of per 10 mg/m 3 for PM2.5, PM10, and NO 2 (13) . Standardized risk estimates were calculated for each study using the following formula: RR (standardized) Z RR (original) increment(10)/increment(original) (8) . The overall RRs with 95% CIs were calculated using a random-effects model for all analyses (16 (18) . In addition, trim and fill method was also used to simulate those studies that may be missing from the literature, and estimated the pooled RR after adding those 'missing' studies (19) . Statistical analyses were performed using Stata 12.0 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA). Statistical significance was taken as two-sided P!0.05.
Results
Literature search and study characteristics
The abstracts of 808 articles were assessed, and 42 studies underwent in-depth review, with 33 studies not fulfilling the inclusion criteria. One article reported two individual cohort studies, and was extracted as two individual studies (14) . Thus, ten prospective cohort studies from nine articles were finally included into the meta-analysis (10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 20, 21, 22, 23) . Table 1 shows the main characteristics of those ten cohort studies included in the meta-analysis (Table 1) . Those ten cohort studies involved a total of 2 371 907 participants and 21 095 incident cases of type 2 diabetes (10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 20, 21, 22, 23) . Among those ten cohort studies, nine studies reported incident new cases of type 2 diabetes (10, 11, 13, 14, 20, 21, 22, 23) , while the left one reported events of deaths coded as diabetes (12) . There were three studies from USA (10, 14) , three studies from Canada (12, 13, 20) , two studies from Germany (21, 22) , one from Denmark (11), and one from Switzerland (24) ( Table 1 ). The time of follow-up of those ten cohort studies ranged from 6 to 16 years (Table 1 ). All studies reported adjusted estimates, but the adjusted factors were various and different from each other ( Table 1 ). There were five cohort studies on PM2.5 (10, 12, 13, 14) , six cohort studies on NO 2 (10, 11, 20, 21, 22, 23) , and four cohort studies on PM10 (14, 21, 23) respectively (Table 1 ). According to the quality criteria, there were seven cohort studies with A level quality (10, 11, 13, 14, 21, 23) , and the other three studies with B level quality (12, 20, 22) (Table 1 ). Among those nine cohort studies, five studies provided data on incident cases of confirmed type 2 diabetes (10, 14, 21, 22) , while the other five studies made no distinction between type 2 diabetes and type 1 diabetes (11, 12, 13, 20, 23) . Because the vast majority of those patients with diabetes were type 2 diabetes, the associations from those four studies likely described an effect of air pollution on risk of type 2 diabetes, and they were included into the meta-analysis.
In the sensitivity analysis, those five studies were further excluded to get a more precise assessment on the effects of air pollutants on type 2 diabetes risk. Among those ten cohort studies, the average concentrations of PM2.5, PM10, and NO 2 were 15.2, 34.1, and 24.6 mg/m 3 respectively ( Fig. 1 ).
PM2.5 and type 2 diabetes mellitus
Meta-analysis of those five studies (10, 12, 13, 14) on PM2.5 showed that long-term exposure to high levels of PM2. There was no obvious risk of publication bias in the funnel plot for the association between PM2.5 and type 2
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There was no obvious risk of publication bias in the funnel plot for the association between NO 2 and type 2 diabetes, and the P value for Egger's test was 0.11. When using the Trim and Fill method, three possible 'missing' studies were added, and long-term exposure to high levels of NO 2 was still significantly associated with elevated risk of type 2 diabetes (standardized RRZ1.09, 95% CI 1.04-1.14, P!0.001).
PM10 and type 2 diabetes mellitus
Meta-analysis of those four studies (14, 21, 23) Figure 1 Flow chart of study selection in the meta-analysis. 
Figure 2
Association between long-term exposure to high level of PM2.5
and type 2 diabetes risk. 
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414).
There was no obvious risk of publication bias in the funnel plot for the association between PM10 and type 2 diabetes, and the P value for Egger's test was 0.76. When using the Trim and Fill method, no possible 'missing' study was added.
Discussion
Previous studies published to assess the association between long-term exposure to air pollution and type 2 diabetes risk reported conflicting results (10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 20, 21, 22, 23) . The conflicting results may result from the low statistical power derived in a single study. Metaanalysis is a statistical method that focuses on contrasting and combining results from different studies and provides a more powerful estimate of the true effect size. Thus, to provide a more powerful estimate of the effect of longterm exposure to air pollution on type 2 diabetes risk, a meta-analysis of prospective cohort studies was performed in the study. To the best of our knowledge, the metaanalysis is the first to assess the quality and magnitude of the association between long-term exposure to air pollution and type 2 diabetes risk. The findings from the meta-analysis suggested that incident type 2 diabetes was significantly associated with long-term exposures to high levels of PM2.5, PM10, and NO 2 ( Figs 2, 3 and 4) . Pooled results of standardized risk estimates also found the obvious associations of type 2 diabetes risk with longterm exposures to PM2.5, PM10, and NO 2 . In addition, sensitivity analyses further identified the obvious associations mentioned earlier. Thus, the meta-analysis suggests that long-term exposure to high levels of main air pollutants is significantly associated with increased risk of type 2 diabetes.
Subgroup analyses by gender showed that incident type 2 diabetes was significantly associated with long-term exposures to high levels of PM2.5 or NO 2 in females, but not in males. The findings indicated that the effect of longterm exposure to air pollution on type 2 diabetes risk may be more profound in females than in males. The gender-specific difference in the effects of long-term exposure to air pollution on type 2 diabetes risk may relate to the differences in the biologic susceptibility to type 2 diabetes between males and females. In addition, it is also possible that the gender-specific difference may be related to the exposure assessment error, as male participants tend to be more mobile compared with female participants (4). However, considering the limited number of cohort studies on males, the findings from males are still not robust, and the effects of long-term exposure to air pollution on type 2 diabetes risk in males need further studies.
Though the risk of publication bias was not observed in the meta-analysis, the statistical power from Egger's test was limited, because there were only five studies evaluating PM2.5, six studies evaluating NO 2 , and four studies evaluating PM10 respectively (Table 1) . However, the findings after adding possible 'missing' studies through the Trim and Fill method suggested that incident type 2 Note: weights are from random effects analysis 
Figure 3
Association between long-term exposure to high level of NO 2 and type 2 diabetes risk. *I 2 and P values are not available as there was only one study and heterogeneity could not be analysed. 
Figure 4
Association between long-term exposure to high level of PM10 and type 2 diabetes risk.
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www.eje-online.org diabetes was still significantly associated with long-term exposures to high levels of PM2.5, PM10, and NO 2 , which indicated that publication bias had little influence on the pooled estimates in the meta-analysis and that proved the creditability of the pooled results in the meta-analysis. The adverse effect of long-term exposure to air pollution on type 2 diabetes risk is of much importance given the extraordinary confluence of high levels of air pollutants in urbanized environments, especially in rapidly urbanizing countries (23, 25, 26) . Air pollution in China is a significant public health burden, especially in spring and winter (26, 27) . The pooled results of standardized risk estimates in the present meta-analysis suggest an obvious association of type 2 diabetes risk with long-term exposure to PM2.5 (Fig. 2) . Compared with the average concentration of PM2.5 in the five cohort studies, the mean annual average of PM2.5 in China is much higher, and it is no doubt that people from China will suffer much higher risk of type 2 diabetes. Indeed, the overall prevalence of diabetes in China has experienced a rapid increase during the past decade (from 5.5 to 11.6%) (24, 28, 29) , and it is much higher than that of worldwide (6.4%) (3), which indirectly proves the rationality of the hypothesis mentioned earlier. Given the increasing burden of air pollution and its continuous and omnipresent nature, even a small adverse effect on health can represent an enormous public health issue and it should deserve rapid and positive response in public health policy. The findings from the meta-analysis provide a strong evidence for the obviously adverse effect of air pollution on type 2 diabetes mellitus; improving air quality is necessary in developing countries, which can lead to significant public health benefits. Currently, there are no trials designed to assess whether effective interventions that improve air quality are associated with a decreased incidence of type 2 diabetes. Further trials are needed to determine the effects of interventions aiming to improve air quality on risk of type 2 diabetes.
The adverse effects of air pollution on cardiovascular disease, lung cancer, and natural-cause mortality have been well established in several major epidemiological studies (5, 6, 7, 8, 9) . The findings from the meta-analysis further add the evidence for the adverse effect of air pollution on risk of type 2 diabetes mellitus. In fact, the influence of air pollution on risk of type 2 diabetes may further result in an increased risk of cardiovascular disease, because diabetes and insulin resistance have fundamental roles in the pathophysiology of cardiovascular disease (4). In addition, there are also many studies showing the obvious associations of air pollutants with diabetes-related mortality, which further indicate the adverse effects of air pollution on diabetes (30, 31, 32, 33) . The obvious association of long-term exposures to air pollution with diabetes-related mortality has also been identified in two prospective cohort studies (12, 34) .
Several possible mechanisms for the adverse effect of air pollution on type 2 diabetes mellitus reported herein have been suggested in recent studies. Insulin resistance is a main potential mechanism explaining the associations mentioned earlier. Both experimental and epidemiologic studies suggest that environmental exposures to air pollutants can increase the risk of insulin resistance, which may lead to an obvious link between air pollution and type 2 diabetes mellitus (35, 36, 37) . Inflammation is another potential mechanism explaining the associations reported in this meta-analysis. There is high possibility for the activation of the inflammatory pathway and oxidative stress pathway by particulate matter (38, 39, 40) . Previous studies also suggest that PM2.5 can recruit inflammatory cells via CC chemokine receptor 2-dependent mechanism, which is a known inflammatory mechanism in the pathogenesis underlying the association between air pollution and type 2 diabetes (35, 41) . In addition, previous experimental studies also show that tumor necrosis factor-a, interleukin-6, and leptin levels are also elevated on exposure to PM2.5, which suggests that exposure to ambient PM2.5 can be associated with elevated proinflammatory biomarkers and inflammatory responses (37, 39, 40) . It is clear that further data from both experimental and epidemiologic studies are needed to provide more insights into the adverse effect of air pollution on type 2 diabetes risk.
Several limitations of the meta-analysis should be considered. First, there was lack of individual participant data. Some studies used the mean concentration of air pollutants, while other studies used peak concentration of air pollutant. The variables used in the adjusted risk estimates were also different among those included cohort studies, which could result in the high heterogeneity among those studies. A meta-analysis of individual participant data is needed, which may decrease the influence of heterogeneity among those studies, and could provide a more precise assessment on the effects of air pollution on type 2 diabetes risk. Second, all cohort studies included in the meta-analysis were done in developed countries, and there was lack of data from developing countries. However, the data from developing countries may be more concerning because those regions are affected most by air pollution and may have the greatest potential to improve health by improving air
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www.eje-online.org quality. Larger cohort studies, especially from developing countries, are needed to provide a more precise assessment of the adverse effects of long-term exposure to air pollution on type 2 diabetes risk. Finally, meta-analysis of observational studies has limitations with inherent biases. The limitations of observational studies included the problem of residual confounding factors, which could also extend to the meta-analyses of observational studies and may cause some possible bias.
In conclusion, the study provides a strong evidence for the adverse effect of air pollution on type 2 diabetes risk, and long-term exposure to high levels of main air pollutants is significantly associated with elevated risk of type 2 diabetes mellitus. In addition, more prospective cohort studies with large numbers of participants, especially those from developing countries, are needed to provide a more precise assessment of the adverse effects of long-term exposure to air pollution on type 2 diabetes risk.
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